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Eye-safe digital 3-D sensing for space
applications
Abstract. This paper focuses on the characteristics and performance of
an eye-safe laser range scanner (LARS) with short- and medium-range
3-D sensing capabilities for space applications. This versatile LARS is a
precision measurement tool that will complement the current Canadian
Space Vision System. The major advantages of the LARS over conventional video-based imaging are its ability to operate with sunlight shining
directly into the scanner and its immunity to spurious reflections and
shadows, which occur frequently in space. Because the LARS is
equipped with two high-speed galvanometers to steer the laser beam,
any spatial location within the field of view of the camera can be addressed. This versatility enables the LARS to operate in two basic scan
pattern modes: (1) variable-scan-resolution mode and (2) raster-scan
mode. In the variable-resolution mode, the LARS can search and track
targets and geometrical features on objects located within a field of view
of 30 by 30 deg and with corresponding range from about 0.5 to 2000 m.
The tracking mode can reach a refresh rate of up to 130 Hz. The raster
mode is used primarily for the measurement of registered range and
intensity information on large stationary objects. It allows, among other
things, target-based measurements, feature-based measurements, and
surface-reflectance monitoring. The digitizing and modeling of human
subjects, cargo payloads, and environments are also possible with the
LARS. Examples illustrating its capabilities are presented. © 2000 Society
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1

Introduction

1.1 Application of Computer Vision in Space
Canada is participating in the International Space Station
~ISS! Program by providing a Mobile Servicing System
~MSS! that will be used in assembling and maintaining the
station as well as servicing and manipulating payloads and
loading and unloading the space shuttle. Computer vision
will be an integral part to the success of the ISS Program.1
The space environment is open, and events occur unexpectedly, requiring deviations from plans. Thus, sensory-based
feedback is necessary, and vision is the sense through
which some of the most valuable information about the
environment is available. Space operations are also characterized by an overriding requirement for operational safety
and reliability. Given the large uncertainty and instability
of most complex robotic operations, it follows that large
amounts of sensing data are required for reliability.
To date, most sensing has been interactive. A human
operator has direct visual feedback either through the cockpit windows or via a video imaging system mounted directly on the manipulator. While this method may appear to
be free of computational expense, the cost in manpower is
enormous, and the efficiency with which tasks are carried
out is limited.
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Another characteristic of the ISS Program is that at the
present level of planning, the amount of extravehicular activity ~EVA! required is still high. Thus, any technology
likely to decrease this need will reduce operational costs
and increase the safety of the astronauts.
The current vision system is based on the Canadian
Space Vision System2 ~SVS! that was demonstrated during
CANEX 2, on the Space Shuttle flight STS-52 in October
1992. The SVS, which is part of the Artificial Vision Function ~AVF! of the MSS, analyzes video signals from the
closed-circuit television system of the Space Shuttle and
provides real-time position-orientation and velocity information on an object with a cooperative target array. The
baseline requirements for the AVF are as follows:
• identify suitably illuminated targets mounted on objects
• estimate the position, attitude, translational rate, and
rotational rate of an object
• provide appropriate camera control to track an object
• track objects before capture by MSS manipulators,
and berth objects/payloads handled by manipulators.
The Canadian Space Agency ~CSA! intends to enhance
the actual capabilities of the AVF by developing additional

0091-3286/2000/$15.00
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Fig. 1 Enhancement of basic artificial vision function for Mobile Servicing System.

vision systems such as a laser-based range-finding camera.
The enhanced AVF, as depicted in Fig. 1, will be capable
of performing labeled and unlabeled object identification,
shape determination of unknown objects, automatic target
acquisition, update of the world-model database, and manipulator end-point and link-deflection sensing. These new
features will be used in the following areas: ~1! enhanced
target recognition in AVF tracking and berthing, ~2! worldmap verification for collision detection and avoidance, and
~3! object recognition and verification during automatic operations, e.g., truss assembly.
1.2 Previous Work
1.2.1 Active versus passive vision
Vision involves the analysis of the properties of the luminous flux reflected or radiated by objects. To recover the
geometrical structures of these objects, either to recognize
or to track them, two basic vision strategies are available.
The first strategy, known as passive vision, attempts to analyze the structure of the scene under ambient light. The
second, known as active vision, attempts to reduce the ambiguity of scene analysis by structuring the way in which
images are formed. By utilizing the properties of invariance
in rotation and translation of 3-D objects, sensors that capitalize on active vision can resolve most of the ambiguities
found with 2-D imaging systems. Moreover, with laserbased approaches, the 3-D information becomes relatively
insensitive to background illumination and surface texture.
Complete images of visible surfaces that are rather featureless to the human eye or a video camera can be generated.
Thus, the task of processing the 3-D data is greatly simplified. Triangulation-based or lidar-based laser cameras are
examples of vision systems built around such a strategy.
1.2.2 Literature survey
A survey of the literature on space vision systems shows
that many systems are being developed and tested by engineers and scientists. Here, we give only a brief overview of
some key papers.

MacLean et al.3 discuss some aspects of a program to
develop the necessary machine vision technologies for
space applications. The authors propose the testing and
verification of an integrated prototype in a simulation test
facility. The system integrates passive and active vision
systems.
Following this work, Blais et al.4,5 demonstrated a fast
random-access laser range camera @Fig. 2~a!# capable of
automatically searching and tracking, in 3-D space, either
targets attached to an object or, directly, its geometrical
features @Fig. 2~b!#. Very high immunity to ambient illumination is obtained with this system using the auto synchronized triangulation technique, interference filters, and advanced signal-processing algorithms. With a data rate of
18,000 3-D points per second, real-time tracking of targets
on an object is realized using Lissajous-type scanning patterns. A modular architecture of the laser scanner operating
system, in order to enable the simultaneous tracking of
multiple targets, is also described. Parallel processing using
an array of digital signal processors is utilized to give the
processing power needed for real-time multiple-target
tracking. High-resolution images of objects are shown,
along with a discussion of how to measure the geometrical
characteristics of objects and targets to be tracked from
those images. The camera was further refined by Laurin
et al.6 with the integration into the system of a lidar-based
range sensor for long distance ~10 to 2000 m! and by selecting a pulsed laser with an operating wavelength that is
relatively eye-safe, viz., 1.54 mm.
Other systems have been proposed for space vision. Livingstone et al.7 discuss a prototype real-time laser scanner
for object recognition, inspection, and robot control. With
this system, range and intensity images are generated in
perfect registration at a rate of 10 megasamples per second.
Images have a resolution of 483 lines, each having 512
pixels. The angular field of view is 30330 deg. The standoff distance is 0.5 m, and the operational depth of field is 1
m. Under normal operating conditions, range precisions of
0.2 and 2 mm are achieved at 0.5 and 1 m respectively. The
camera weighs only 2.75 kg. The light source used by that
Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 1, January 2000
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Fig. 2 Laser range scanner: (a) photograph, (b) artist’s view of range camera mounted on a dexterous
manipulator.

system is a Nd-YAG laser emitting a beam with a wavelength of 1.064 mm. The authors discuss future developments in order to include a source at 1.54 mm and hence
make the system eye-safe. A passive vision system was
developed by deFigueiredo et al.8 to perform an autonomous grapple based on guidance control feedback provided
by an image generated by a single video camera mounted
on the end effector of a slave robot. The authors provide
results on a procedure that determines the 3-D attitude and
the position of machined objects without the use of any
special marks.
The next two papers describe laser altimeters. Though
not intended as vision systems, these devices might be
modified to generate images. Cole9 describes a laser
rangefinder for the near-earth asteroid rendezvous ~NEAR!
mission. This rangefinder provides altimetry data useful in
characterizing the geophysical nature of 433 Eros ~a nearearth asteroid!. In addition, range data from the system can
support navigational functions associated with spacecraft
stationkeeping and orbit maintenance. With the use of a

solid-state laser operating at 1.064 mm and an avalanche
photodiode detector receiver, the rangefinder can achieve a
measurement range of 50 km. Bufton10 describes a shuttle
laser altimeter ~SLA! that was integrated on flight STS-72
in November 1995. The SLA measures the distance from
the Space Shuttle to the earth’s surface. A Nd:YAG ~1.064
mm! device generates the pulses at a rate of 10 per second,
and returned pulses are detected by an avalanche photodiode detector.
1.3 Goals
It is the goal of this paper to summarize the work that was
performed in our respective laboratories on short- and
medium-range 3-D sensing. Many of the results are given
in Refs. 4–6. But many more results obtained recently with
our prototype range camera will be shown here so the
reader can have a better feel for the potential of such sensing technology in the context of space. Figure 3 shows a
chart of some of the capabilities of the LARS camera. Most

Fig. 3 Operating modes and applications of the laser range scanner.
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of these operating modes have been tested in the laboratory
and on remote sites.
Section 2 summarizes the principle of optical triangulation and of time-of-flight range-sensing devices. Section 3
discusses the intrinsic characteristics of the system and explains the design choices in the context of a space environment. Section 4 describes the random-access mode that is
used to search and track geometrical features. Section 5
contains a description of the raster mode of operation, also
known as the imaging mode. Finally, a conclusion appears
in Sec. 6.
2 Laser Range Scanner
To help explain the optical geometry used in the prototype
described in this paper, conventional active triangulation is
reviewed and compared with synchronized scanning. The
implementation of synchronized scanning as an autosynchronized camera is shown to have many advantages over
conventional triangulation. Active triangulation is used for
short-range sensing, i.e., 0.5 to 10 m. For medium-range
sensing, i.e., 10 to 2000 m, this LARS has been equipped
with a range-measuring device based on the time-of-flight
principle. This section covers details of short- and mediumrange sensing techniques, laser sources operating at around
1.54 mm, laser safety issues, diffraction effects, calibration,
and results on spatial precision.
2.1 Short-Range Sensing (0.5 to 10 m)
2.1.1 Conventional active triangulation
The basic geometrical principle of optical triangulation is
shown in Fig. 4~a!. The light beam generated by the laser is
deflected by a mirror and scanned on an object. A camera,
composed of a lens and a position-sensitive photodetector,
measures the location of the image of the illuminated point
on the object. By simple trigonometry, the (x,z) coordinates of the illuminated point on the object are calculated:
z5

df0
p1 f 0 tan u

~1!

Fig. 4 Principle of active triangulation: (a) conventional, (b) synchronized scanner approach.

and
x5z tan u ,

~2!

where p is the position of the imaged spot on the position
detector, u is the deflection angle of the laser beam, d is the
separation between the lens and the laser source, and f 0 is
the effective distance between the position detector and the
lens.
To show some of the limitations of this triangulation
method, let us approximate the standard deviation of the
error in z, s z , as a function of p only.11 The law of propagation of errors gives as a measurement of uncertainty

s z'

z2
s
f 0d p

portional to both the camera baseline and the effective focal
length of the lens, but directly proportional to the square of
the distance. Unfortunately, d and f 0 cannot be made as
large as desired. The baseline is limited mainly by the mechanical structure of the optical setup ~the stability of the
whole system decreases as d increases! and by shadow effects ~self-occlusion problems increase with d!. Furthermore, in the conventional triangulation geometry, the field
of view F x of the sensor, assuming the laser beam can scan
the whole field of view, is given approximately by

~3!

where s p is the standard deviation of the error in the measurement of p. The measurement uncertainty s z is often
referred to as the precision. It is seen to be inversely pro-

F x '2 arctan

S D

P
,
2 f0
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the dual-axis autosynchronized scanner used in the LARS
camera. A 3-D surface map is obtained by using two mirrors ~mounted orthogonally to one another! to scan a laser
beam onto a scene, collecting the light that is scattered by
the scene in synchronism with the projection, and finally
focusing this light onto a linear position detector, e.g., photodiode array, charge-coupled device, or lateral-effect
photodiode.13 The image acquisition process yields three
quantities per sampling interval: two angular positions of
the mirrors, and the position of the laser spot on the position detector. The equations for the mapping of those variables to (x,y,z) coordinates are given in Ref. 14.
2.1.3 Laser-spot position detection: linear array of
photodiodes
This sub-subsection examines in more detail the operation
of the position detector used to extract the location of the
laser spot in most short-range laser scanners, i.e., linear
arrays of photodiodes operating at 1.54 mm. Speckle noise,
bandwidth requirements, dynamic range ~noise level!, and a
design example are given for this detector.

Fig. 5 Autosynchronized scanner: (a) single-scan axis, (b) dualscan axis (triangulation and time of flight).

where P is the length of the position detector. Therefore, in
the conventional setup, a compromise among field of view,
measurement uncertainty, and shadow effects must be considered. A synchronized geometry provides a way to alleviate these tradeoffs.
2.1.2 Autosynchronized scanning
Rioux12 introduced an innovative approach to triangulationbased range imaging by using a synchronized scanning
scheme that allows very large fields of view with small
triangulation angles and without compromising the measurement uncertainty s z . With smaller triangulation angles
@or equivalently d in Fig. 4~a!#, a reduction of shadow effects is inherently achieved. The intent is to synchronize the
projection of the laser spot with its detection. As depicted
in Fig. 4~b!, the instantaneous field of view of the position
detector follows the spot as it scans the scene. The focal
length of the lens is therefore related only to the desired
depth of field or measurement range. Implementation of
this triangulation technique with an autosynchronized scanner yields a considerable reduction in the optical head size
compared to conventional triangulation methods @Fig. 5~a!#.
Figure 5~b! depicts schematically the basic components of
200
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Operation of InGaAs linear arrays. Recent advances in
InGaAs materials have made possible the fabrication of
commercial short-wave infrared detector arrays that operate
at room temperature.15 Commercial detector arrays are
composed of an array of photodiodes made of InGaAs that
are wire-bonded to a MOSFET-based multiplexer made of
silicon. The width of the active area of one photodiode
varies from 25 mm to about 50 mm, and its height from 100
mm to about 500 mm. Array lengths vary between 64 and
1024 photodiodes. These arrays operate on the principle of
charging the photodiodes’ junction capacitance with a suitable bias voltage on the video line during the sequential
readout and letting the impinging light discharge ~by
photon-generated carriers! the junction capacitance. This
video line connects all the photodiodes through a MOSFET
@as shown on Fig. 6~a!#. Finally, an external preamplifier
performs the charge-to-voltage conversion. Newer arrays
combine an amplifier with each photodiode.16 The maximum clock speed is about 10 MHz. The output of the detector is a stream of pulses whose envelope is a function of
the laser spot distribution. The time of occurrence of the
peak on the signal is directly related to the geometrical
position of the laser spot. For example, a 512-photodiode
array clocked at 5 MHz yields a maximum spot position
measurement rate of about 9.76 kHz.
Subpixel interpolation @Fig. 6~b!# is performed by a digital finite impulse response ~FIR! filter containing a derivative stage.17 The output of this filter is used to interpolate
the zero crossing of the signal. A validation step is added to
eliminate false detections. The maximum peak-position extraction rate is achieved by allowing the imaged laser spot
to extend over a number of photodiodes and interpolating.
The digital filter used provides good attenuation of lowand high-frequency noise and especially of the frequency
components induced by the clocks used to address and read
each photodiode of the array.
Speckle noise. Baribeau and Rioux18,19 predicted that
the error contribution of speckle noise for such a position
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among noise bandwidth, aliased components, and accurate
reproduction of the envelope of the laser spot. The criterion
used is that the filter should introduce less than 1-dB attenuation at the cutoff frequency for the minimum-spot-size
condition. Hence, the bandwidth requirement of the detection chain ~charge-to-voltage converter and antialiasing filter! is given approximately by
B s'

2 ~ ln 2 ! 1/2 p w
,
fs
p
v0

~6!

where B s is the required 23-dB system bandwidth, f s is
the pixel clock rate, p w is the pixel width, and v 0 is the
spot radius at 1/e 2 . The envelope of the laser spot is modeled by a Gaussian distribution. According to experimental
measurements, this model is found sufficient for design
purposes. For instance, the bandwidth requirement for a
spot size of 100 mm using the previous design example is
about 1.33 MHz.

Dynamic range and noise sources. The dynamic range
of an array of photodiodes is defined as
Fig. 6 Laser spot position detection: (a) equivalent circuit of detector array, (b) signal-processing chain.

DRArray5
detector and peak-finding method behaves like a Gaussian
random process, and the estimated fluctuation of p determined by such noise is given by

s p5

lf0
D
A2 p cos b
1

~5!

where l is the wavelength of the laser source, f 0 is the
effective position of the imaging lens, D is the lens diameter, and b is the tilt angle of the position detector. Let us
take a design example: f 0 5110 mm, D520 mm, l
51.54 m m, and b 555 deg. Then one gets s p 55.89 m m or
1/8.5 of a detector pixel ~pixel width550 mm!. For a given
optical geometry, s p can be substituted into Eq. ~3!.
To decrease the measurement uncertainty on p, one cannot simply average a number of spot position measurements, because the imaged speckle pattern does not change
when multiple samples of the same surface patch are measured. For a given surface patch, the macroscopic structure
does not change. Spatial averaging is the only solution to
reduce s p . Dremel et al.20 propose the introduction of spatial averaging in the object plane or in the pupil plane of the
imaging lens. The first method is inherent in this synchronized scanner. When a constant-depth surface is scanned,
the image of the laser spot remains almost stationary on the
position detector.18 Because a linear array of photodiodes
responds to the integral of the light pattern during a measurement interval, the net result is a fourfold reduction in
the measurement uncertainty s p , i.e., s p 51.47 m m, or
1/34 of a pixel. For other surface orientations, this factor
varies between 1 and 4.

Bandwidth requirement. Prior to digitizing the laser
spot, an antialiasing filter with linear phase is necessary
@Fig. 6~b!#. The choice of the filter bandwidth is a trade-off

Q T /q e
~ n T2 ! 1/2

~7!

where Q T is the total equivalent charge collected on a photodiode ~saturation charge!, q e is the electronic charge and
(n T2 ) 1/2 is the equivalent input referred noise in electrons.
The saturation charge of a pixel, assuming the capacitance
of the junction varies with the reverse voltage across it, is
given by
Q T '2 ~ V biV r ! 1/2C j0

~8!

where V bi is the built-in voltage for InGaAs, V r is the maximum reverse bias across the photodiode, and C j0 is the
junction capacitance at zero bias.21
With linear arrays of photodiodes, one can distinguish
two sources of interference: ~1! those that are stationary for
a fixed temperature and clock rate, and ~2! those that are
random in nature. The former is often called fixed-pattern
noise and includes, among other things, dark-current variability across the array, sensitivity variation between photodiodes, and reading-clock feedthrough.21 Random noise
sources are composed of photon shot noise of the incident
light, shot noise of the dark current, reset noise of the pixels
in the array, and current and voltage noise of the
preamplifier.22 Two other sources of noise are identified in
the literature: the amplifier glow noise23 and popcorn
noise.24 These two sources are not covered here.
The equivalent input referred noise ~in electrons! due to
the random noise sources is
n T2 5

C 2f e 2n
i ph1i d N
1
1 2 kTC T 1 2
qe f s qe
qe

~9!

where i ph5 P detR is the incident light ~laser and background!, i d is the averaged dark current, N is the number of
pixels ~photodiodes!, P det is the laser power collected on
Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 1, January 2000
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Table 1 Design example for 512-element InGaAs array.
Specification

raycomposed of N5512 photodiodes, which is read at 5
MHz and is connected to a commercial charge preamplifier.
The dynamic range is equivalent to more than 14 bits of
an analog-to-digital converter. A closer look at the noise
contribution of the different sources shows that 94.5% ~ratio of variances! comes from the reset noise. Therefore, one
can take advantage of a technique called correlated double
sampling ~CDS! to reduce this noise source substantially.21
CDS, however, doubles the amplifier noise power component ~10!. Nevertheless, the dynamic range will still be
about 23105 , i.e., almost 18 bits.

Value

N

512

fs

5 MHz

Pixel width p w

50 mm

Pixel height p h

100 mm

Spot size ( v 0 )

125 mm

Vr

25 V

T

300 K

Id

8 pA

Cj

2.5 pF

Rf

5.6 kV

Cf

2.7 pF

ia

0.1 pA/ AHz

ea

5 nV/ AHz

Bs

1 MHz

Saturation charge per pixel

403106 e

Saturation power for v 0
Noise charge per pixel

500 nW

Noise power for v 0
Dynamic range

20 pW

1600e
25,000

one photodiode before saturation is reached, and R is the
photodiode responsivity at the wavelength of interest. The
dark current has a strong dependence on temperature: It is
halved for every decrease of 8°C. The quantity C T is the
total capacitance that is reset to the video-line bias. It includes the photodiode junction and parasitic capacitance,
and the capacitance from video line to clock lines.22 The
integrated noise ~over B s ! due to the charge amplifier, e 2n in
Eq. ~9! is found by computing the voltage noise at the
output of the amplifier:
e 2n 5B s ~ i 2a R 2f 14kTR f ! 1B 1 e 2a 1

B s3 2B 31
3B 21

e 2a ,

~10!

where i 2a and e 2a are, respectively, the amplifier current and
voltage noise spectral densities, R f and C f are the feedback
resistance and capacitance, respectively, and B 1 <B s is the
frequency of the zero introduced in the noise gain of the
amplifier, B 1 ' @ 2 p R f (C v 1C D ) # 21 . Here C v and C D are
the video-line and photodiode capacitances, respectively.
The temperature is T, and k is Boltzmann’s constant. Usually, these noise sources include flicker noise ~noise with
1/f distribution!. Here, it is omitted because the derivative
term in the FIR filter of the peak detector eliminates that
noise component. Furthermore, in order to improve operation at lower signal-to-noise ratios ~SNRs!, fixed-pattern
noise should be minimized by proper signal processing
methods, e.g., implemented by hardware or software techniques. Usually, for high SNR, the effect of the random
noise and the quantization noise of the peak detector11 on
the measurement of p are swamped by speckle noise. Table
1 presents a design example for an InGaAs photodiode ar202
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2.2 Medium-Range Sensing (10 to 2000 m)
The range measurement uncertainty of any triangulationbased camera increases rapidly with increasing range. From
Eq. ~3!, the range measurement uncertainty increases proportionally to the square of the camera-object distance z.
With this camera, the measurement uncertainty at 10 m is
about 10 mm ~more data about measurement uncertainty
are given in Sec. 2.6!. Furthermore, typical position sensors
used in triangulation-based systems do not possess any
current-gain mechanism. Hence, as distance increases, the
signal-to-noise ratio becomes a problem, because the
amount of light collected ~scattered! is inversely proportional to the square of the distance. The solution is to use a
range-sensing device for which the measurement uncertainty is almost independent of range and the scattered laser
light is detected with a photodetector that possesses current
gain, e.g., an avalanche photodiode ~APD!. Current gain
does not remove the dependence on the distance, but does
alleviate it. Time-of-flight systems operate on that principle.
A time-of-flight ~TOF! unit has been added to the scanner to achieve longer and more precise range measurements
above 10 m. By using a short-pulsed laser, the range can be
obtained by timing the delay between a reference pulse and
the return signal from the target or object. The pulsed laser
source is used with both the triangulation and the TOF
detection units and thus shares the same scanning and receiving optics @Fig. 5~b!#. The signal is divided by a beamsplitter, thus requiring no mechanical device for switching
between triangulation and TOF modes. The triangulation
system uses an InGaAs photodiode array operating in the
integration mode, and the TOF unit uses an APD. The TOF
unit installed in the LARS was developed by Optech Inc.,
Canada, under contract from the Canadian Space Agency
~CSA!. The APD detector is made of InGaAs and has good
spectral sensitivity in the range 1.1 to 1.6 mm. At the current operating wavelength of 1.54 mm, the responsitivity of
the APD is about 9.3 A/W, compared to only 0.5 A/W for
the photodiode array. The range measurement uncertainty
is about 25 mm at a distance of 100 m. According to the
manufacturer, the limit for this unit is about 2000 m. Further tests should confirm these specifications.
2.3 Pulsed Laser Sources and Eye Safety Issues at
1.54 mm
For the scanner to achieve reasonable range measuring capabilities and high scan rates, a high-power laser is required. Most scanners built at NRC use lasers that emit
light in the visible ~3-D color scanner! or in the near infrared ~0.78 to 0.86 mm!. The power levels vary in the range
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of 1 to 100 mW. At these power levels and wavelengths,
such range imaging cameras pose problems for eye safety.
In the wavelength region from 1.5 to 1.8 mm, there is a
remarkable increase in the maximum permissible exposure
~MPE! level for the eye. The MPE is defined as the level of
laser radiation to which a person may be exposed without
hazardous effect or adverse biological changes in the eye or
skin.25 Because eye safety for this space camera is a crucial
requirement, the MPE becomes very important. Fractions
of a milliwatt in the visible spectrum are sufficient to cause
eye damage, since the laser light density entering the pupil
is magnified, at the retina, through the lens, by a factor of
roughly 105 ~intrabeam viewing!. At longer wavelengths,
however, strong absorption by water in the eye serves to
reduce the optical power reaching the retina, thus increasing the damage threshold. From the absorption coefficient
of water at 1.54 mm, an e-folding distance of 0.6 mm is
found, which means that any damage that could occur will
always be surface effects and not damage to the retina. At
1.54 mm the recommended single-pulse threshold energy
for eye damage25 is roughly 104 times greater than it is at
the visible wavelength of 0.632 mm. For longer exposure,
the recommended threshold power factor is down to 103 .
The ANSI standard for eye safety takes into account that
some laser light at 1.54 mm is transmitted through the cornea and reaches the lens. The rest is absorbed by the vitreous body of the eye.
In the original scanner system4 ~equipped with a cw laser!, it was demonstrated that a rate of 18,000 3-D points
per second is sufficient to maintain reasonable tracking performance. In order to incorporate a TOF unit into the scanner, a laser that could be pulsed at 18 kHz or more had to
be found. The energy per pulse required for detecting retroreflective targets for this system at a range of 2 km has
been estimated to be about 10 mJ. This corresponds to an
average power of 180 mW; this is sufficient power for the
triangulation system. The current range camera uses an
erbium-doped fiber laser providing pulsed energy at 1.54
mm. It generates 1.5-mJ, 10-ns pulses at 20 kHz ~30 mW!,
single mode, in a very compact package while consuming
only 2.5 W. Future development projects include the addition of a fiber amplifier to boost the output energy fourfold.
The National Optics Institute, Canada, is currently developing such a fiber laser under contract from the CSA.
2.4 Diffraction and Scanner Resolution
For any laser range imaging device the 3-D sampling properties can be estimated by the accessible number of voxels
~volume elements! within a given cubic volume.26 Using
the Gaussian beam propagation formula, one finds
2 1/2
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where v (z) is the radius of the laser beam at a distance z
from the beam waist location, and l is the wavelength of
the laser source. The beam waist has a radius of v 0 and is
defined as the radius of the 1/e 2 irradiance contour at the
plane where the laser wavefront is flat. Figure 7~a! shows
the propagation of a laser beam within the volume of inter-

Fig. 7 Gaussian beam: (a) propagation in space, (b) resolvable volume elements for l51.54 mm.

est. Then, if the depth of field a is defined according to the
Rayleigh criterion, the following relationship is obtained:
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Figure 7~b! shows a graphical representation of this function for l51.54 mm. As an example, within a cube 3 m on
a side, one has access to 35003 voxels.
2.5 Calibration
Owing to the shape of the coordinate system spanned by
the variables measured with range cameras, the resultant
images are not compatible with the coordinate system used
by most geometric image-processing algorithms, e.g., for a
rectangular coordinate system. A calibration of the range
camera is therefore required. The calibration techniques
used at NRC are divided into two main groups: ~1! lookuptable construction and ~2! model-based fitting. The latter
procedure relies on the fact that the parameters of a mathematical model describing the camera operation can be extracted from known target locations. This model includes
internal ~lens focal length, distortion parameters, scanning
Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 1, January 2000
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parameters, etc.! and external ~LARS orientation! camera
parameters. A calibration procedure was especially designed for the LARS. It relies on a global model and uses a
two-step methodology to calibrate short and medium range.
For the short range (z,2 m), a target array (939 grid) is
positioned at a minimum of two known locations. The registered range and intensity image are then acquired in the
field of view of the range camera using a precise linear
stage. The center of each target is extracted and compared
with the known coordinates obtained from a coordinatemeasuring machine ~CMM! after manufacturing the target
array. A personal computer is used to solve for the camera
parameters using an iterative nonlinear simultaneous leastsquares adjustment method. For medium range (z.2 m), a
number of targets ~the number depends on the number of
unknown parameters in the model! are positioned randomly
in the field of view of the camera. Their positions are measured with accurate theodolite surveying or digital photogrammetry.
2.6 Spatial Resolution and Measurement
Uncertainty
Accuracy is the degree of conformance between a measurement of an observable quantity and a recognized standard
or specification that indicates the true value of the quantity.
In practice, the accuracy is determined by the calibration
process. Measurement uncertainty, sometimes referred to
precision ~s!, is the degree to which repeated measurements of the same quantity vary about their mean. Image
resolution is defined here as the smallest element that can
be meaningfully displayed, and is limited either by the system or a physical limit, e.g., diffraction. In the case of the
LARS, the maximum x-y ~angular! resolution depends on
laser propagation ~see Sec. 2.4!. Figure 8~a! shows the
maximum resolution in image pixels as a function of distance to the camera for a Gaussian laser beam. Two curves
are shown: one for a focused laser beam and one for a
collimated laser beam. The x-y measurement uncertainty
depends mostly on the scanning mechanism and to a lesser
extent the laser spot measurement. The maximum resolution of the LARS is limited by the number of bits assigned
to it. The current value of z is represented by a 32-bit
floating-point number. The measurement uncertainty in z
( s z ) depends mostly upon distance, speckle, surface characteristics, and defocusing ~at projection!.
A good approximation of the measurement uncertainty
of a laser range camera ( s x , s y , s z ) is computed from the
error propagation of measurements of the position of the
laser spot on the detector, the scanning mirrors, and the
geometry of the sensor. These measurement uncertainty estimates are used to determine the optimal distance from
camera to object for a given survey. The LARS camera
uses two galvanometers to drive the two mirrors. The pointing uncertainty ~precision! was measured at distances to the
camera varying between 15 and 45 m. The worst case for
an optical angle of 30330 deg was about 50 mrad ~1 part in
10,000!. As seen earlier, the measurement of p is limited
by the laser speckle impinging on the position detector,
which imposes a lower limit on the range measurement
uncertainty. The measurement uncertainty of the LARS is
represented graphically in Fig. 8~b!. Table 2 compares pre204
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Fig. 8 Prediction of spatial resolution and measurement uncertainty
(precision) from the range camera design equations: (a) image resolution ( x - y ), (b) range precision ( z ).

dicted values of LARS measurement uncertainty with measured values obtained after short-range calibration.
3

Intrinsic Advantages of LARS for Space
Applications

Having described the optical arrangement and the signal
processing used by the LARS, the techniques used in this
laser scanner for increasing the immunity to solar irradiance can now be summarized.
3.1 Laser-Spot Peak Detection Algorithm
As mentioned earlier, subpixel interpolation of the laser
spot is performed by a digital FIR filter containing a derivative stage. This filter provides good attenuation of lowand high-frequency noise and especially of the frequency
components induced by the clocks used to address and read
Table 2 Comparison between predicted and measured precision
after calibration.

Z 51.5 m

Z 52.25 m

Measurement
uncertainty

Predicted
(mm)

Measured
(mm)

Predicted
(mm)

Measured
(mm)

sx

0.200

0.254

0.376

0.282

sy

0.250

0.300

0.424

0.310

sz

0.500

0.510

1.010

0.746
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hence, there is an improvement in immunity to ambient
light ~direct sunlight, sunlight reflected by the earth, specular reflections!.
3.3 Better Focusing and Reduced Speckle Noise
through the Scheimpflug Condition
As shown in Fig. 5, the position detector is tilted. This
optical arrangement is known as the Scheimpflug geometry.
Triangulation-based rangefinders can take advantage of this
arrangement.27 One of its implications is that any point
along the projection axis ~laser beam! is in focus on the
position detector. This property provides a considerable improvement in depth of view. Furthermore, with the Scheimpflug arrangement, the lens aperture can be kept at maximum, thus reducing speckle noise @see denominator of Eq.
~5!# and improving signal strength.
Solar interference rejection is improved by the Scheimpflug condition. Figure 9~b! shows an example of the
focusing of the sun on a position detector. Because of this
optical arrangement, the sun is always focused at the focal
plane of the lens; thereby its image will spread out on the
position detector, except perhaps at the intersection of the
focal plane and the detector. It can be concluded that, when
the sun appears in the instantaneous field of view of the
camera, the dynamic range of the detector, along with the
peak detector algorithm used, extends the LARS’s robustness.
The saturation condition shown in Fig. 9~a! is a worstcase scenario. A good design will prevent complete saturation of the position sensor.
Fig. 9 Position detection: (a) detection of laser spot even with partly
saturated detector, (b) image size of the sun on a tilted detector.

each photodiode of the array. Immunity to interfering light
sources ~artificial or natural, e.g., the sun! and even to multiple reflections of the laser source itself is critical for
achieving robust peak position detection. The method
implemented here for a linear array of photodiodes can operate even with a partly saturated section, as shown in Fig.
9~a!.
Furthermore, a range camera based on a single-spot
scanning mechanism offers the advantage of increased dynamic range over other projection methods. Through the
control of the laser power ~or energy! on a pixel-to-pixel
basis according to the amount of light collected, the dynamic range can be increased beyond the level stated in
Table 1. This feature is important, because surfaces in
space have high contrasts and generate specular reflections,
but should be used with caution when sunlight is imaged on
the position sensor.
3.2 Small Instantaneous Field of View
As described in Sec. 2 and depicted in Figs. 4 and 5, the
instantaneous field of view of the position detector follows
the spot as it scans the scene. The focal length of the lens is
therefore related only to the desired depth of field or measurement range and not to the total field of view. Therefore,
implementation of a synchronized triangulation technique
allows a considerable reduction in the instantaneous field of
view compared to conventional triangulation methods. And

3.4 Immunity to Solar Irradiance
In a space environment, a range camera will have to operate under intense solar irradiance, either direct or from reflections. When the space station is in the shadow of the
earth, the vision system will have to operate in near darkness. These scenarios call for a camera that can operate
over a wide dynamic range of intensities. Therefore, it is
imperative that the camera be designed or equipped with
sun-blocking capabilities. The use of an interference filter
tuned to the laser wavelength will improve the immunity to
solar irradiance. Furthermore, if one looks at the solar spectral irradiance outside the atmosphere,28 a ratio of 5.8 is
found between the solar spectral irradiance at 0.63 mm and
at 1.54 mm ~less solar irradiance at 1.54 mm!. An interference filter combined with a laser wavelength of 1.54 mm is
an effective means to increase a range camera’s immunity
to solar irradiance.
4

Random-Access Mode

Trackers are systems designed to follow the position of a
selected remote object. Most optical trackers contain the
following: a sensor that collects the target radiation, tracker
electronics that collect and process the sensor signal and
produce correction signals, and pointing mechanisms to allow the sensor to follow the target motion. There are numerous applications for optical trackers in the military and
aerospace fields. Optical communication systems often employ semiactive trackers to maintain alignment between
transmitters and receivers.
To illustrate the concept of optical trackers, one can consider the task where a space vision system is used during
Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 1, January 2000
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satellite retrieval, as depicted in Fig. 2~b!. The satellite is
first located when it is a few kilometers from the range
sensor, using a TOF ranging technique. The search procedure ~for target or feature location! can be made in a slowraster-scan mode or using fast-expanding Lissajous figures.
When a target is found, its trajectory is monitored using a
fast refresh rate (.100 frames/s) over a small field of view.
When the satellite is close enough to the sensor, the ranging
technique is changed to triangulation in order to reduce the
measurement uncertainty. The search and/or track procedures are repeated to provide the satellite position and orientation.
Five basic strategies have been used, to date, to scan the
scene and to read the information available. These five
strategies are point, vector, raster, Lissajous, and rosettes.
The point mode is a random-access approach where individual pixels are addressed and their range measured. In
this mode, a simple geometrical feature-extraction algorithm can be used to drive the scanner. The second strategy
is a random orientation line scan ~vector! where a profile is
read at a desired orientation. Length and position of the line
are fully programmable. The third mode is the conventional
raster approach, similar to that in conventional TV cameras, where each line of the whole image is read sequentially. The fourth mode, Lissajous patterns, is our preferred
mode of operation for tracking and will be further discussed. The last mode uses rosettes.
In the current version of the LARS, a digital signalprocessing ~DSP! board is used to generate the Lissajous
patterns. A general-purpose CPU board supervises the operations, performs the processing of the range data, detects
the position of the target on the object, and feeds back the
tracking correction signals to the DSP board. Provisions are
made to transfer the range information and the attitude of
the object to a host computer. Search is implemented using
a fast-expanding 4 : 5 Lissajous pattern @Fig. 10~a!#. The
amplitude of the pattern is continuously increased or reduced until a valid point is detected on the pattern. The
pattern is then centered on the detected point to find the
approximate size and position of the target. When a target
is found, the system is automatically switched to the tracking mode @Fig. 10~b!#. The tracking mode also uses a Lissajous figure. While any pattern can be used, the 2 : 3 pattern was chosen, as a first attempt, to track single or
multiple retroreflective targets. This pattern, while simple,
is sufficient to demonstrate the concept. However, more
complex patterns will be required when tracking geometrical features of the object. Tracking trajectory corrections
for a single target are currently implemented at a refresh
rate of 130 Hz. By using range information to validate the
measurements, target tracking is kept constant even when a
very bright light source is directly behind the object.
The Lissajous scanning patterns give low pointing uncertainty ~high precision! and excellent stability at high refresh rates. For a field of view of 30 deg, pointing uncertainties of 50 mrad ~1 part in 10,000! or less were obtained
at distances ranging between 15 and 45 m. A more complete study of the effects of temperature variations on the
laser scanner is being carried out to fully characterize the
exact performance of the LARS. The angular measurement
of multiple targets was interfaced and integrated with the
206
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Fig. 10 Random access mode: (a) search mode with 1 : 1, 2 : 3,
3 : 4, 4 : 5 Lissajous patterns; (b) tracking of a target with a 2 : 3
Lissajous pattern.

existing SVS that calculates the position and attitude of the
object using photogrammetric techniques.
5

Raster Mode

The raster mode is used primarily for the measurement of
registered range and intensity information on large stationary objects. This operating mode allows direct dimensional
measurements of the features of an object or an environment. Measurements can be performed in situ, e.g., during
docking maneuvers. Or they can be executed during prelaunch preparation in order to create models ~e.g., verifications with CAD drawings! or to document last-minute
changes.
5.1 Dimensional Measurements
In this subsection, the accuracy of the LARS is demonstrated for dimensional measurements of targets, natural
features, and image differences. Many results come from a
laser survey of the Orbiter Docking System ~ODS! located
at the Kennedy Space Center ~KSC!, Florida. The ODS has
a diameter of about 1.6 m and a height of about 3.9 m. This
example is considered a good test case to demonstrate the
calibration and the measurement capabilities of the LARS.
5.1.1 Targets
The first part of this section is devoted to the assessment of
the combined accuracy of the calibration and the rangeimage registration process. The range image is used to determine the shape of the object ~surfaces!, while the inten-
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Fig. 11 Typical intensity image acquired by the LARS. This image
shows two Orbiter Space Vision System (OSVS) targets mounted
on the ODS.

sity image serves to extract edges and features such as
holes and targets. Targets mounted on the top portion of the
ODS were used to assess the accuracy. These targets were
measured with a network of theodolites a day prior to the
laser survey and used as a reference. There are a total of six
targets on the ODS. Not all targets are visible in one image.
Figure 11 shows a typical intensity image of two targets as
acquired by the LARS.
Figure 12 shows the results after synthetically shading
two range images that have been merged together. The tar-

Fig. 12 Range image of four OSVS targets mounted on the ODS
surface. The range image is displayed using synthetic shading.

Fig. 13 Synthetically shaded range images, showing part of the
y -shaped alignment plate and one of the three pegs, also known as
PPCTs. They are mounted on top of the ODS.

gets were extracted in each image, and a circle was fitted to
the range data. This technique yields the diameter and the
location of the target center in the image coordinate system.
After the extraction, each coordinate of the center must be
transformed, with a rigid-body transformation, to a common coordinate system. The parameters of the transformation are obtained from the registration of the multiple images acquired during the laser survey. With the current
calibration and range-image registration techniques, an accuracy better than 0.25 mm in x and y, and 0.80 mm in z,
was achieved.29 These results compare favorably with the
single-point accuracy obtained after calibration, i.e., about
0.25 mm in x and y, and 0.50 mm in z ~Table 2!. Hence,
these results confirm the high level of accuracy possible
with the LARS calibration procedure and image merging
process used for the creation of models.
5.1.2 Natural features
With a laser range camera, it makes sense to use structural
information to infer positional and orientation information
when surveying an object with so many geometrical features. Currently, three pegs, known as petal plate centering
targets ~PPCT’s!, are installed on the ODS during prelaunch preparation. These PPCTs are used by a theodolite
survey to find the center of the ODS. They are cylindrically
shaped objects with two cutouts where theodolite targets
are engraved. This technique is fine with this kind of survey, but with a LARS camera, geometrical primitives ~cylinder, sphere, circle, plane, etc.! can be fitted to the scanned
data. For example, once the intersection points of the cylinders’ ~pegs’! axes with the y-shaped alignment plate
~which is flat! are known, the center of the ODS can be
computed. With reference to Fig. 13, the intersection of the
axis of the cylinder with the planar surface located on top
of it gives the location of the peg ~assuming that the peg
and the cylindrical portion of the plate are concentric!. This
procedure can be extended to other parts of the ODS. Figure 13 shows the 3-D data ~using synthetic shading! of
Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 1, January 2000
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Fig. 14 Orthographic views of (a) PPCT peg 3 and (b) PPCT peg 2 displayed as a cloud of points.
This shows the advantage of LARS for prelaunch inspection of cargo payloads.

a portion of the y-shaped alignment plate with one of the
three pegs. The two theodolite targets are not visible from
this range-camera viewpoint. Another benefit of a LARS
survey can be found in the fact that with all the surface
information available, it is possible to observe a defect that
would go unnoticed with a theodolite survey. The following case should exemplify this fact. As seen in Fig. 14~a!,
the planar surfaces supporting the theodolite targets on
PPCT peg 3 are inclined to one another by about 10 deg.
As clearly demonstrated in Fig. 14~b!, they are parallel on
PPCT peg 2.
5.1.3 Image-based measurements
Image-based measurements include among other things the
inspection of surfaces by differential methods and the computation of the physical reflectance properties of a scene.
Differential inspection allows the determination of surface
deviations from a known reference by simply subtracting
an image from a prerecorded reference. This reference
shape can be a master object or a scan of the same object at
a different time. With this technique and some criterion to
determine out-of-tolerance objects, excessive wear, distortion due to temperature cycles, or surface defects can be
identified ~Fig. 14!. Hence, appropriate action can be taken
to correct the situation before any malfunction occurs.
Similar tests can be conducted with the reflectance map of
the object surface. By resorting to a careful modeling of the
geometrical and optical properties of a range camera, it is
possible to extract this reflectance map.30

5.2.1 Human subject
The technology exists to capture the surface shape of the
human body.31 This information can be used in the design
of environments where astronauts are required to work.
This will allow the optimization of the workplace without
affecting the well-being of the crew. Similar techniques can
be used to design space suits. Figure 15 shows two representations of the same range image of some members of the
crew on mission STS-52. Figure 15~a! shows the range
image displayed in gray levels, and Fig. 15~b!, using synthetic shading. Figure 16~a! shows one of the authors on a
TOF-generated range image displayed in gray levels.
5.2.2 Sites and environments
Figures 17~a! and ~b! show respectively an intensity image
and a synthetically shaded range image of a quarter-scale

5.2 Imaging and Model Building
In this subsection, the accuracy of the LARS is demonstrated for the creation of models of objects, for virtual
environments, and for accurate dimensional measurements.
208
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Fig. 15 Measurement of human subjects: (a) range image coded in
gray levels, (b) same image but displayed with synthetic shading
(astronauts: S.G. MacLean, B. Tryggvason, the late L. Veach, J.
Wetherbee, and M. Baker).
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Fig. 16 Range images acquired with TOF coded in gray levels: (a)
one of the authors located at about 12 m from the camera; (b) high
bay at CSA.

model ~located at the NRC! of the cargo bay of the Space
Shuttle Orbiter. The scale model measures 4.33 by 1.42 by
0.6 m. It was digitized to a resolution of 204834096. With
a TOF unit, large-scale environments can be digitized @Fig.
16~b!#.
5.2.3 Equipment and cargo
The laser survey at KSC was also required to create a
model of the ODS with the most complete dimensional
description possible. In order to achieve this task, multiple
scans were performed at various locations accessible all
around the ODS. Adjacent views with sufficient overlap for
registration were merged together. This task enhances the
real strength of the laser survey with the creation of
multiple-resolution models from surface measurements. As
shown in Fig. 18, a number of models ~top of ODS and

Fig. 18 An illustration showing the integration of the digitized views
into a 3-D model: (a) shaded view of the integrated data for the top
portion of the ODS, (b) compressed model of the same file, and (c)
compressed model of the full structure shown in wire mesh.

complete ODS! were constructed at different resolution
levels.
6

Fig. 17 Scaled model of the Space Shuttle cargo bay as measured
by LARS: (a) intensity image, (b) synthetically shaded range image.

Conclusion

This paper has presented a review of the activities at the
National Research Council of Canada and the Canadian
Space Agency on eye-safe digital 3-D imaging for space
applications. In particular, the characteristics and performance of a prototype laser range scanner ~LARS! with
short- and medium-range 3-D sensing capabilities for space
applications were given. The LARS combines advantageously autosynchronized triangulation and time-of-flight
techniques in one camera to achieve a range-measuring capability varying between 0.5 and 2000 m.
The operating principle of the LARS allows it to operate
in two basic scan pattern modes: ~1! variable-scanresolution mode and ~2! raster-scan mode. In the variableresolution mode, the LARS can search and track targets and
geometrical features on objects located within a field of
view of 30330 deg. These characteristics allow implementations of practical search and track strategies based on the
use of Lissajous patterns for multiple targets. The tracking
mode can reach a refresh rate of up to 130 Hz. The raster
mode is used primarily for the measurement of registered
range and intensity information of large stationary objects.
It allows, among other things, target-based measurements,
feature-based measurements, and image-based measurements such as differential inspection and surface reflecOptical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 1, January 2000
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tance monitoring. The digitizing and modeling of human
subjects, cargo payloads, and environments are also possible with the LARS. A number of examples illustrating the
many capabilities of the LARS are presented in this paper.
Furthermore, design aspects covering the laser source, immunity to sunlight, and eye-safety considerations are discussed. Three-dimensional imaging at an eye-safe wavelength is demonstrated with a pulsed laser source emitting
at 1.54 mm.
This versatile LARS is intended to complement the current Canadian Space Vision System ~SVS!. Integration of
the LARS in the SVS will allow 3-D surveying of a robotic
work site, identification of known objects from registered
range and intensity images, and object detection and tracking ~based on shape or cooperative targets! relative to the
Orbiter and Space Station. The data supplied by the improved SVS will be invaluable in Orbiter rendezvous and in
assisting the Orbiter Remote Manipulator System operator.
The advantages of the LARS over conventional videobased imaging allow it to operate with sunlight shining directly into the scanner and with immunity to specular reflections and shadows. Hence, continuous operation of the
vision system during complete orbits is possible. Plans are
being made for the development of a space-qualified system where these capabilities can benefit space exploration.
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